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The NPDGamma collaboration reports results from the first phase of a measurement of the parity violating
up-down asymmetry Aγ with respect to the neutron spin direction of γ rays emitted in the reaction n + p → d + γ
using the capture of polarized cold neutrons on the protons in a liquid parahydrogen target. One expects
parity-odd effects in the hadronic weak interaction between nucleons to be induced by the weak interaction
between quarks. Aγ in n + p → d + γ is dominated by a I = 1, 3 S1 -3 P1 parity-odd transition amplitude
in the n-p system. The first phase of the measurement was completed at the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center spallation source (LANSCE), with the result Aγ = [−1.2 ± 2.1 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] × 10−7 . We also
report the first measurement of an upper limit for the parity-allowed left-right asymmetry in this reaction,
with the result Aγ ,LR = [−1.8 ± 1.9 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] × 10−7 . In this paper we give a detailed report on
the theoretical background, experimental setup, measurements, extraction of parity-odd and parity-allowed
asymmetries, analysis of potential systematic effects, and LANSCE results. The asymmetry has an estimated
size of 5 × 10−8 and the aim of the NPDGamma collaboration is to measure it to 1 × 10−8 . The second phase of
the measurement will be performed at the Spallation Neutron Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.83.015505
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I. INTRODUCTION

We report on the first phase of a new measurement of
the parity-violating (PV) γ -ray asymmetry in the radiative
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capture of polarized cold neutrons on protons in a liquid
parahydrogen target. This asymmetry is dominated by a
I = 1 parity-odd transition amplitude in the 3S1 -3P1 channel
expected from the strangeness-conserving hadronic weak
interaction (HWI) between nucleons. Because this transition is
accessible through pion exchange, which dominates the lowenergy strong interactions between nucleons owing to chiral
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symmetry breaking in quantum chromodynamics (QCD), it is
clear that this amplitude is an essential part of any description
of the HWI for energies small compared to the strong QCD
scale  = 1 GeV.
The HWI in general and the NN weak interaction amplitudes in particular are scientifically interesting for several
reasons [1–5]. Because the range for W and Z exchange
between quarks is small compared to the nucleon size, HWIs
are first order sensitive to quark-quark correlations in hadrons.
This is also true for strangeness-changing nonleptonic weak
decays of hadrons. Both nonleptonic weak kaon decays (which
have been known for decades to be greatly amplified in
the I = 1/2 channel) and nonleptonic weak decays of
hyperons exhibit deviations from the expected relative sizes
of weak amplitudes whose dynamical source is still not fully
understood [6]. If these unexpected patterns in the isospin
dependence of nonleptonic weak amplitudes are confirmed by
measurements in the NN and few nucleon systems, it would
indicate that this dynamical puzzle operates for all light quarks
(rather than just the strange quark) and is therefore a nontrivial
QCD dynamical phenomenon of general interest [1]. The weak
NN interaction is also one of the few systems thought to be
sensitive to quark-quark neutral current effects at low energy,
as charged currents are suppressed in I = 1 NN processes
2
 0.1. Quark-quark and NN weak interactions also
by Vus2 /Vud
induce parity-odd effects in electron scattering [7–10], nuclear
decays [11], compound nuclear resonances [12,13], and atomic
structure, where they are the microscopic source for nuclear
anapole moments [14–17]. The comparison between NN weak
amplitudes in few nucleon systems and heavy nuclei can also
offer theoretical insight into the relative importance of possible
heavy Majorana particle exchange in neutrinoless double β
decay [18].
QCD possesses only vector interactions and its gauge
symmetry is unbroken in its low-temperature phase, and in
this phase QCD is therefore expected to conserve parity (it is
suspected that QCD can spontaneously break parity symmetry
in high-temperature phases [19]). The residual PV HWI is
therefore expected to be induced only by quark-quark weak
interactions as described in the standard model. There are two
model-independent statements that one can make about this
interaction: one at the quark level, for energies above , and the
other at the nucleon level, for energies below . For energies
above  but below the electroweak scale, the quark-quark
weak interaction can be written in a current-current form with
pieces that transform under (strong) isospin as I = 0, 1, 2.
At the nucleon level for energies below , one can show that
five independent weak transition amplitudes are present in NN
elastic scattering at low energy [20]: the I = 1 transition
amplitudes between 3 S1 -3 P1 and 1 S0 -3 P0 partial waves; the
I = 0 transition amplitudes between 3 S1 -1 P1 and 1 S0 -3 P0
partial waves; and the I = 2 transition amplitude between
1
S0 -3 P0 partial waves. Unfortunately it is not yet possible to
perform a quantitative calculation in the standard model to
interpolate between these two limits.
The relative strengths of the different four-quark operators
just below the electroweak scale evolve under the QCD
renormalization group and can be calculated in QCD pertur-

bation theory [21,22] between the electroweak scale and .
However, the unsolved nonperturbative QCD dynamics has
so far prevented theorists from extending these calculations
below  to make direct contact with low-energy NN weak
amplitudes. If one wants to probe the nonperturbative physics
of the ground state of an asymptotically free gauge theory like
QCD, an interaction that is weak, perturbative, and calculable
at a short distance, and does not itself significantly affect the
strong dynamics, is exactly the type of probe one wants to
employ. The development of quark-quark weak interactions
into NN weak interactions as the distance scale increases
satisfies these criteria. It is in this sense that measurements of
the NN weak interaction can be thought of as an “inside-out”
probe of the ground state of QCD.
Theoretical work on the HWI can be organized into
three broad classes, depending on how the strong interaction
dynamics are treated: (1) model-dependent approaches that
posit a specific dynamical mechanism for the interaction, (2)
model-independent approaches with a direct connection to
QCD based on its symmetries, and (3) direct calculation from
the standard model. Model-dependent approaches include
meson exchange, QCD sum rules [23–25], nonlocal chiral
quark models [26], SU(3) Skyrme models [27], and models
motivated by the recent nonperturbative treatment of QCD
based on the AdS/CFT correspondence [28]. In the meson
exchange picture the NN weak interaction is modeled as a
process in which the three lightest mesons (π , ρ, and ω) couple
to one nucleon via the weak interaction at one vertex and to the
second nucleon via the strong interaction at the other vertex.
An attempt to calculate the weak meson-nucleon couplings of
the HWI from the standard model using a valence quark model
for QCD that was first made by Desplanques, Donoghue, and
Holstein (the DDH paper [29]) in 1980 and later updated [30].
In the DDH model HWI observables are expressed in terms of
six weak meson-nucleon coupling constants—h1π , h0ρ , h1ρ , h2ρ ,
h0ω , and h1ω —where the subscript indicates the exchange meson
and the superscript labels the isospin change. The results
obtained by DDH have served as a de facto benchmark for
experimental and theoretical work in the field for several years.
An experimental program was outlined and the calculations
specifying the relation between the corresponding observables
and the weak coupling constants were reviewed, compiled,
and, in some cases, performed by Adelberger and Haxton in
1985 [11].
More recently a model-independent theoretical framework
has spurred renewed theoretical interest and experimental
effort. This framework is based on effective field theory (EFT)
methods that have been applied with success to low-energy
processes in the meson and nucleon sectors and have now
been extended to describe the HWI. It has the advantage of
being, by construction, the most general theoretical description
consistent with the symmetries and degrees of freedom of
low-energy QCD, and it involves within this framework a
perturbative expansion in the small parameter p/, where
p is a typical internal momentum involved in the reaction.
Because NPDGamma and several other planned experiments
to resolve NN weak interaction effects occur in this energy
range, one can imagine determining the unknown couplings
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of the operators in the EFT description from experiment. The
theory takes different forms depending on the treatment of
strong interaction effects and whether or not pions are treated
as separate dynamical degrees of freedom. For processes in
which the momentum transfers involved are below ≈40 MeV
a pionless EFT is appropriate, whereas for higher momenta it
becomes important to include explicit pion degrees of freedom.
One version [1,5,31], termed a “hybrid” EFT, treats the weak
interaction with nucleon contact interactions parameterized in
terms of 12 coupling constants that specify the strength of 12
possible parity-odd, time-reversal even four-nucleon terms in
the Lagrangian and implements the strong interaction using
NN potentials. The low-energy limit of the pionful version of
this theory possesses six independent parameters: five weak
S-P transition amplitudes (λ0,1,2
, λT , and ρT ), which reduce to
S
the five parameters in the pionless version, and a longer-range
term C̃6π from explicit pion exchange (proportional to h1π in
DDH). Another EFT approach [32] treats both the strong and
the weak interactions consistently in an EFT framework and
possesses five parameters in the low-energy limit labeled by
the partial wave transition amplitudes.
The possibility of calculating the weak NNamplitudes on
the lattice was analyzed long ago [33] and is now under
active investigation. The most easily accessible amplitude for
lattice calculations is the long-range component in the I = 1,
3
S1 -3 P1 channel, which is precisely the amplitude that the γ
asymmetry in n + p → d + γ measures. An effort to calculate
parity violation in this partial wave on the lattice is listed as
a “grand challenge” problem in exoscale computing [34]. In
combination with the parallel efforts to calculate on the lattice
the I = 1/2 and I = 3/2 amplitudes in nonleptonic kaon
decay [35], the success of these efforts would offer the exciting
possibility of a direct comparison of nontrivial nonleptonic
weak interaction amplitudes with the standard model.
A nonzero PV asymmetry in neutron-proton capture has
never been seen. The only experimentally known fact about
this asymmetry is that it is smaller than ≈2 × 10−7 . This
upper limit was established in the only previous measurement
of this observable [Aγ = (0.6 ± 2.1) × 10−7 ] [36] and the
results presented in this paper. These results are consistent
with the theoretically estimated size of the asymmetry in
the DDH model (≈5 × 10−8 ). Because the deuteron-bound
state and low-energy scattering states are dominated by the
long-range components of the strong NN interaction, which
are well understood experimentally, the relation between the
asymmetry and the weak coupling in either model mentioned
is stable against small variations in NN strong interaction
parameters, which primarily affect the short-range components
[5,29,31,37,38].
NPDGamma measures a weak amplitude between two
nucleons and the interpretation of the measured result is free
of possible uncertainties inherent in the theoretical treatment
of nuclear many-body systems. The deuteron is the most
loosely bound stable nuclear system and the asymmetry
in the NPDGamma experiment therefore obtains its largest
contribution from the longest-range weak nucleon-nucleon
interaction, which, in the context of the meson exchange
picture, corresponds to the pion-nucleon coupling [11,29].
With its expected final measurement accuracy of (1 × 10−8 ),

coupled with the existing theoretical estimates for the size
of this weak coupling, the NPDGamma collaboration aims
to make the first nonzero measurement of the asymmetry at
the 20% level. We report here on the experimental setup,
analysis, and results of the first phase measurement, which
was completed in 2006 at the Los Alamos Neutron Science
Center (LANSCE).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
provide a brief description of the amplitudes that contribute
to the NPDGamma observable and how they relate to both
the EFT and the weak meson exchange pictures. We then give
a detailed overview of the experimental layout, describe the
2006 measurements and their analysis, outline our estimates
of several possible sources of systematic error, and conclude
with a discussion of the results.

II. NPDGAMMA THEORY

The goal of the NPDGamma experiment is to measure
the long-range I = 1 part of the HWI in a two-body
system where nuclear structure uncertainties are absent. In
n + p → d + γ the low energy of the initial two-nucleon
state and the weak binding of the deuteron reduce the relative
importance of short-range contributions, and the quantum
numbers of the states involved isolate the I = 1 component
of the HWI. The differential cross section in this simple system
can be calculated explicitly from the transition amplitudes of
the electromagnetic part of the Hamiltonian between initial
(capture) and final (bound) two-nucleon states, which possess
mixed parity owing to the NN weak interaction. In the n +
p → d + γ reaction, the most probable intermediate states
produce γ rays through the parity-conserving M1 transition
between the initial singlet and triplet S-wave states 1 S0 , 3 S1
and the deuteron n-p bound state accessed through the strong
NN interaction. The weak NN interaction mixes 3 P1 , 3 P0 , and
1
P1 p-wave components into the initial and final states that
allow E1 γ transitions, and the interference between these E1
and M1 transitions gives rise to a parity-odd asymmetry in
the γ angular distribution. The expression for the differential
cross section (not including experimental factors discussed in
detail in Sec. IV) is given by
dσ
1
(1)
∝
(1 + Aγ cos θ ),
d
4π
where θ is the angle between the neutron spin direction and
the γ -ray momentum.
In the absence of parity violation, Aγ = 0. A nonzero
asymmetry Aγ in the angular distribution of 2.2-MeV γ rays
with respect to the neutron spin direction can come from
small non-parity-conserving admixtures of P-wave states in
the primarily S-wave initial singlet and the final triplet states
of the form
ψα |W |ψα 
=
,
(2)
E
where α = {J, L, S, p} (p = parity) ranges over the allowed
quantum numbers for the transitions. For the n + p → d + γ
reaction, it can be shown that there is a simple expression for
the γ -ray γ ray asymmetry in terms of the matrix elements
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between initial and final states:
Aγ ∝ Re

3 P1 |E1|3 S1 
.
3 S1 |M1|1 S0 

(3)

The parity-odd amplitudes ψα |W |ψα  can be treated to
an excellent approximation as perturbations in this and all
low-energy NN weak interaction processes. They can be
estimated within the meson exchange picture (i.e., DDH) or
other QCD models, parametrized using EFT, or calculated
from the standard model using lattice gauge theory. In the
meson exchange picture, an HWI observable (OPV ) can be
expressed completely in terms of six weak meson-nucleon
coupling constants: OPV = aπ1 h1π + aρ0 h0ρ + aρ1 h1ρ + aρ2 h2ρ +
aω0 h0ω + aω1 h1ω . The coefficients a I where I is the change
in isospin, are determined from theoretical calculations (for
NPDGamma this would be the evaluation of electromagnetic
matrix elements for the n + p → d + γ reaction). In this
model the only significant contribution to the NPDGamma
asymmetry comes from weak pion exchange. The relation
between the measured asymmetry and the DDH weak meson
couplings is [5,11,38–41]
Aγ = −0.1069h1π − 0.0014h1ρ + 0.0044h1ω .

(4)

The interaction is therefore almost purely I = 1, as one
would expect based on the allowed n-p continuum and bound
states. These calculations also confirm that the effect of
the d-state admixture in the deuteron ground state on these
coefficients is negligible.
The I = 1 piece of the interaction accessed in n + p →
d + γ has been the subject of previous work. The predicted
best value for h1π is 4.7 × 10−7 [29]. The most sensitive
experiments designed to search for the I = 1 weak NN
channel using the 18 F γ -ray circular polarization [42] did
not see any effect. Coupled with theoretical arguments [43]
made in the context of the DDH model, one infers h1π 
1.2 × 10−7 . The nonzero measurement of the anapole moment
of 133 Cs [14] has been used to extract h1π = [9.6 ± 2.2 (exp.) ±
3.6 (theor.)] × 10−7 [44]. The I = 1 part of the HWI
therefore remains undetermined.
In EFT the n + p → d + γ reaction is described by a
contact interaction. At the very low energies involved in the
NPDGamma process, this treatment is parametrized by a set
of five low-energy coupling constants that, in the E → 0
limit, are equivalent to the five Danilov parameters (λ0,1,2
,
S
λT , and ρT ) [45]. The NPDGamma asymmetry isolates the
ρt (3 S1 → 3 P1 ) long-range transition [5,31] in this language.
Liu [5] gives
Aγ = −0.093mN ρt − 0.27C̃6π .

(5)

The pionless EFT expression is [46]
C S1 − P1
M
32
,
(6)
3 (1 − γ a 1 S0 ) C 3 S1
0
√
where M is the nucleon mass, γ = MB, with B the deuteron
1
binding energy, and a S0 is the strong NN scattering length
1
in the S0 channel. The asymmetry depends on the ratio
of the weak and strong low-energy constants (LECs) in the
3

Aγ =

3

EFT Lagrangian: C 3 S1 -3 P1 is the LEC associated with the
corresponding operator induced by the weak interaction in
3
the EFT Lagrangian, and C0S1 is the LEC associated with the
corresponding operator induced by the strong interaction in
the EFT Lagrangian.
The advantage of the EFT formulation is that the LECs are
calculable, in principle, using nonperturbative QCD and can
be consistently employed in calculations of other processes
involving HWIs in a well-defined manner. In addition, that
portion of the strong QCD dynamics that is determined
by chiral symmetry breaking is automatically included. It
therefore will be easier to make a clear connection between the
EFT parameters and the standard model, when nonperturbative
calculations involving four-quark weak operators can eventually be performed using lattice QCD. However, as the EFT
description makes no assumptions about the strong dynamics
beyond the incorporation of QCD symmetries, the couplings
in EFT are treated as completely free parameters. Within the
spirit of this framework it is not immediately obvious that
the short-range I = 1 couplings are small. Estimates of
the possible short-range contributions to I = 1 processes
within the EFT approach have recently been performed [47]
using heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory to estimate the
possible size of NNLO corrections to the lowest-order EFT
prediction. For the n + p → d + γ reaction the authors find
these corrections to be no larger than 20% in size. Therefore
in both the DDH and the EFT treatments the parity-odd
γ asymmetry in n + p → d + γ is dominated by only the
3
S1 -3 P1 parity-odd transition amplitude.

III. EXPERIMENT

Until the end of 2006 the NPDGamma apparatus was
located on flight path 12 at the Manuel Lujan Jr. Neutron
Scattering Center at LANSCE. Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the flight path and experimental setup. The LANSCE linear
accelerator delivers 800-MeV protons to a storage ring (PSR),
which compresses the beam to 250-ns-wide pulses at the base.
The protons from the PSR are incident on a split tungsten
target at 20 Hz and the resulting spallation neutrons are
cooled by and backscattered from a cold superthermal H2
moderator with a surface area of 12 × 12 cm2 [48]. The cold
neutrons were transported to the experimental apparatus with
an m = 3 supermirror neutron guide and then transversely
polarized by transmission through a polarized 3 He cell. Three
3
He parallel-plate ion chambers were used to monitor beam
intensity and polarization. A radio-frequency spin rotator was
used to reverse the neutron spin direction on a pulse by pulse
basis. The polarized neutrons were then captured on a liquid
parahydrogen target placed in the center of the γ -detector
array. The 2.2-MeV γ rays from the neutron capture were
detected by an array of 48 CsI(Tl) detectors operated in
current mode [49,50]. The entire apparatus was located in a
homogeneous 1-mT field to maintain the polarized 3 He gas
used to polarize the neutrons and fix the neutron spin direction
downstream of the polarizer. This field possessed a gradient
of less than 1 µT/cm to make spin-dependent Stern-Gerlach
steering of the polarized neutron beam negligible.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of flight path 12 and the experimental setup of the NPDGamma experiment at LANSCE.

The distance between the moderator and the target is about
22 m. The flight path 12 (FP12) beam line consists of a neutron
guide, a shutter, and a beam chopper. The pulsed spallation
neutron source allowed us to measure the neutron time of
flight and therefore determine the neutron energy. Within the
50-ms time-of-flight frame set by the source frequency, the
chopper is used to define a time-of-flight region corresponding
to a neutron energy range from 2 to 15 meV and to prevent
neutrons from different frames from mixing and thus making
the neutron energy information ambiguous. In this experiment
the chopper was used to close the beam before the end
of the frame, allowing us to take beam-off (pedestal) data
for 6 ms at the end of each neutron pulse. That portion
of the data was used for detector pedestal and background
studies (Fig. 2). After sampling of the detector array stops, the
last 10 ms of the frame was used for data transfer from the
data acquisition (DAQ) system. A detailed description of the
FP12 neutron guide and its performance is given in Ref. [48].
The measured FP12 moderator brightness has a maximum
of 1.25 × 108 n/(s · cm2 · sr · meV · µA) for neutrons with an
energy of 3.3 meV. The integrated capture flux of the neutrons
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FIG. 2. Normalized signal from the first beam monitor downstream of the guide exit. Filled triangles show the signal obtained from
a run where the chopper was parked open. Open circles correspond
to a run taken with the chopper running.

at the end of the guide was measured to be 1.0 × 109 n/cm2 s
at an average proton current of 100 µA.
Neutrons were polarized by passing through a 12-cmdiameter glass cell containing polarized 3 He [51,52], and
references therein]. Beam polarization was measured with the
beam monitors using relative neutron transmission and the 3 He
polarization was monitored using NMR. For γ asymmetry
measurements the figure of merit is the statistical accuracy
that can be reached for a certain
running time, which is
√
proportional to the product Pn Tn , where Tn is the neutron
transmission through the 3 He cell and Pn is the neutron
polarization [53]. Because the neutron absorption
reaction
√
cross section on 3 He is proportional to 1/ En , where En is
the neutron energy, the neutron transmission increases with energy, whereas the neutron polarization decreases with energy.
In the data analysis the neutron polarization was calculated
separately for each run by fitting the transmission spectrum
to √the expression Pn = tanh (σc nlPHe ) [54], where σc =
σ0 (E0 /En ), with σ0 = 5333 barns at the thermal energy
E0 = 25.3 meV and nl = 4.84 · 2.69 × 1023 atoms/m2 (see
Fig. 3), where the 3 He thickness of 4.84 bar · cm was measured
separately.
Most of the polarized neutrons then captured on the liquid
parahydrogen target [55] were placed in the center of the γ
detector array. The parahydrogen molecular state is required to
ensure that the neutrons are not depolarized in the liquid hydrogen before capture. For neutron energies too low to excite the
J = L = S = 0 parahydrogen molecules to the ground state
of orthohydrogen, neutron spin-flip scattering is disallowed
by conservation of angular momentum. The parahydrogen
fraction in the liquid hydrogen target is monitored periodically
using the energy spectrum of neutrons transmitted through
the target along with the known energy dependence of the
scattering cross sections from parahydrogen and orthohydrogen molecules [56]. With a 99.98% parahydrogen fraction,
about 60% of the neutrons that enter the target are captured
on hydrogen. The detector array consists of 48 CsI(Tl) cubes,
with a 15-cm side length, arranged in a cylindrical pattern in
four rings of 12 detectors each around the target area (Fig. 4).
In addition to the conditions set on the detector array by the
need to preserve statistical accuracy and suppress systematic
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FIG. 3. Top: Plot of beam polarization as a function of neutron
time of flight. Bottom: Neutron transmission data for an unpolarized
3
He spin filter cell and a polarized cell. The chopper cutoff is
completed just below 35-ms time of flight.

effects, the array was also designed to deliver sufficient spatial
and angular resolution, high efficiency, and large solid angle
coverage [49]. Because of the small size of the asymmetries
and the proposed measurement accuracy, the average rate of
neutron capture and the corresponding γ rate in the detectors
must be high to keep the run time reasonable. The γ rate
into a single detector averaged over the neutron time-of-flight
frame from the spallation source was about 10 MHz, with
the instantaneous rates much higher. Hence, and for a number
of other reasons discussed in Ref. [49], the detector array
uses current mode γ detection. Current mode detection is
performed by converting the scintillation light from CsI(Tl)
detectors to current signals using vacuum photodiodes, and
the photocurrents are converted to voltages and amplified by
low-noise solid-state electronics [50].

of photons emitted up or down with respect to the neutron
polarization. A separate asymmetry is calculated for each pair
of opposite detectors, as shown in Fig. 4. For a point target and
a detector array with perfect spatial resolution, the measured
γ -ray angular distribution would be proportional to the total
detector yield Y = 1 + Aγ ,UD cos θ + Aγ ,LR sin θ , where θ is
the angle between the neutron polarization and the momentum
of the emitted photon and Aγ ,UD and Aγ ,LR are the PV up-down
(UD) asymmetry and the parity-conserving left-right (LR)
asymmetry, respectively. However, the relationship between
the basic expression for the γ -ray yield and the measured
asymmetry is complicated by a number of small neutron
energy-dependent effects, discussed here.
j,p
The measured (raw) asymmetry (Araw ) for each detector
pair and neutron energy can be extracted in the usual way:


↑ [U (ti ) − D(ti )] −
↓ [U (ti ) − D(ti )]
j,p

, (7)
Araw (ti ) = 
[U
(t
)
+
D(t
)]
+
i
i
↑
↓ [U (ti ) + D(ti )]
where U (ti ) and D(ti ) are the detector yields for the up and
down detectors in a pair as defined in Fig. 4. To suppress firstand second-order detector gain drifts [60], we used the spin
rotator to impose a (↑↓↓↑↓↑↑↓) neutron spin state pattern
on a pulse-by-pulse basis, and raw asymmetries were formed
from all valid sequences of eight beam pulses with this pattern.
The corresponding physics asymmetry for a given detector pair
p, spin sequence j , and ith neutron time-of-flight bin is then
given by
j,p

IV. ASYMMETRY DEFINITION

For a vertical polarization and holding field, the PV
asymmetry manifests itself as a difference in the number

j,p

AUD (ti )GUD (ti ) + ALR (ti )GLR (ti )

 j,p
p
p
Araw (ti ) − Ag Af (ti ) − Anoise
.
=
Pn (ti )dep (ti )sf (ti )

(8)

On the left side of the equation, GUD (ti )  cos θ is the
neutron energy and detection efficiency weighted spatial
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average detector cosine (up-down asymmetry) with respect
to the (vertical) neutron polarization, GLR (ti )  sin θ is the
j,p
j,p
detector sine (left-right asymmetry), and AUD (ti ) and ALR (ti )
are the physics asymmetries.
All quantities on the right-hand side of Eq. (8) as well as
p
GUD (ti ) and GLR (ti ) are either measured or simulated. Ag
is the gain asymmetry between the detectors in a pair, Af (ti ) is
the asymmetry from pulse-to-pulse beam intensity fluctuations
(see Sec. V), Pn (ti ) is a correction factor owing to the neutron
beam polarization, sf (ti ) is a correction factor for the neutron
spin-flip efficiency and dep (ti ) is a correction factor for
the neutron depolarization in the target. The detector-target
geometry corrections GUD (ti ) and GLR (ti ) were obtained
from simulations and detector motion measurements in which
effective locations of the detectors were measured by moving
the entire detector perpendicular to the beam and measuring
the corresponding signal changes in the individual detectors.
Asymmetries were measured for 55 neutron energies between approximately 2 and 16 meV, with an energy resolution
varying over this range of 0.2 to 1.0 meV per time bin. The
measured asymmetry contains contributions from background,
j,p
j,p
j,p
j,p
j,p
and therefore AUD = AUD,H + AUD,b and ALR = ALR,H +
j,p
ALR,b , where the subscripts H and b indicate the hydrogen
and background asymmetries, respectively. The background
asymmetries and the relative background signal level ( ) were
determined in auxiliary measurements and simulations (see
Ref. [57] for the asymmetry measurements). The background
was dominated by neutron capture on aluminum and the
average level and measured asymmetry are listed in Table II.
The detector pair physics asymmetries in Eq. (8) can then be
combined in error weighted averages over the neutron time-offlight spectrum to form a single asymmetry for each detector
pair in the array, for a single eight-step sequence of beam
pulses. If beam intensity levels are sufficiently stable over
the measurement time, these sequence asymmetries can be
histogrammed for each pair. Typical run lengths were 8.3 min
and included 10 000 beam pulses or 1250 eight-step sequences
and the asymmetry measurements performed usually extended
over several hundred runs.

V. PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTICS
AND SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS

The performance of the experiment and apparatus was
established in an extensive series of auxiliary measurements
conducted prior to and during production data taking. We refer
the reader to the several individual papers in the references for
details that document this work. These measurements included
asymmetry measurements on various materials with which the
neutrons could interact, noise (beam off) asymmetry measurements, target-empty and target-out background measurements,
and noise root-mean-square (RMS) width measurements. We
conducted a detailed analysis of all known systematic effects
that could potentially cause a false asymmetry. There are
potentially several sources of false asymmetries that could
mask the desired PV asymmetry we seek to measure. These
false asymmetries may arise in two ways: (1) interference in the
detector electronic signals correlated with the spin state of the

TABLE I. Statistical and systematic parameters. List of the main
experimental quantities relating to the performance and efficiency of
the experiment. Quantities are shown as measured (M) or estimated
(E). Data runs accepted for asymmetry analysis must possess an operational apparatus (i.e., no DAQ problems, 3 He polarized, all detectors
running, spin rotator running, and target full of parahydrogen) and a
proton beam current on the spallation target of >
∼50 µA.
No. of good 8.3-min runs
Average beam current
Average neutron polarization
Average spin-flip efficiency
LH2 para fraction
Spin-flip scattering
Average aluminum background
Data loss from wrong spin seq.
Data loss from beam cuts

4966
(87 ± 6) µA
(53 ± 2.5)%
(98.0 ± 0.8)%
(99.98 ± 0.05)%
2%
25%
≈1.0%
≈0.5%

M
M
M
M
E/M
M
M
M

neutrons, owing (for example) to effects from the spin rotator
magnetic field, and (2) physical interactions of the polarized
neutrons within the experiment and the subsequent interactions
of the corresponding reaction products. A combination of
measurements, published full calculations, and conservative
estimates was used to estimate or bound the size of these
effects. We report on the most important systematic effects
here and summarize the resulting false asymmetries in Table II.
General quantities that show the operational performance of
the experiment are listed in Table I.
The solid target asymmetry measurements verified that
possible asymmetries from materials other than LH2 are below
the level of accuracy achieved in this experiment. The results
of these measurements are reported elsewhere [57], but we
discuss the case of aluminum in detail, as neutron capture
on this material produced the largest background signal in
the detectors. The beam-off noise asymmetry was measured
twice, once before the installation of the experiment, when
the detectors had not yet been exposed to the beam, and once
directly after the experiment, to verify that there was no false
asymmetry contribution from electronic and magnetic pickup.
The pedestal asymmetry, which includes detector signals from
radiative and β decay of nuclei after the beam was turned off
(shutter closed), was monitored throughout the experiment.
We report on the results of these measurements here.
Noise width and background measurements were used to
establish how close the observed noise is to the limit set by
neutron counting statistics. This requires separate determination of γ counting statistics (i.e., the performance of the
detector array) and neutron counting statistics. Determination
of the latter is far more challenging, as it requires knowledge
of absolute neutron flux on the LH2 target and backgrounds.
A. Backgrounds

We determined the background using a combination of
target-empty and target-out runs and Monte Carlo simulations.
In the analysis we have made the assumption that the signal
to prompt the neutron background ratio is constant over time
during steady-state running. Because the LH2 target density
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TABLE II. False asymmetries. List of all identified sources of “false” asymmetries (those not caused by γ from neutron-proton capture),
the physical process that gives rise to asymmetry, the corresponding Cartesian invariant, and the estimated (E), measured (M), or calculated (C)
size. The Cartesian invariants are functions of the incoming and outgoing neutron momenta ki , kf , neutron spin sn , γ -ray circular polarization
pγ , and other momenta k of the indicated reaction products. Asymmetries from prompt γ -ray emission after neutron capture (other than on
hydrogen) were measured on Al, Cu, and In and are given in Ref. [57].
Description
Stern-Gerlach
Mott-Schwinger
PA left-right
γ -ray circ. polarization
β decay in flight
Radiative β decay
Capture on 6 Li
28
Al β decay, external
28
Al β decay, internal
28
Al prompt γ rays

Process

Invariant

µ · ∇B
n + p → n + p
n + p → d + γ
n + p → d + γ
n → e− + p + ν̄
n → e− + p + ν̄ + γ
n + 6 Li → 7 Li∗ → α + T
n + 27 Al → 28 Al → 28 Si + e−
n + 27 Al → 28 Al → 28 Si + e−
n + 27 Al → 28 Al + γ  s

variations (bubble formation or pressure oscillations) were
well below the 1% level over the course of data runs in
steady-state mode and are slow compared to the time span
of the eight-step spin sequence, this assumption is accurate
enough for our analysis. The material activation levels were
monitored in the 6-ms pedestal period at the end of each
neutron pulse and were seen to increase very slowly over
the running period, eventually reaching a steady state. This
is because the background was dominated by aluminum
activation, which has a short half-life (see the following). The
background levels were the same in all detectors of a given
ring, with background generally decreasing toward the back
of the array as expected.
Because the filled target scatters a large fraction of the
neutron beam and increases the number of neutrons that can
be captured in the aluminum target vessel and the aluminum
cryostat vacuum windows, the true size of the background
signal cannot be determined simply by a subtraction of targetfull and target-empty data. A combination of measurements
and Monte Carlo modeling has shown that the majority
of the background signal comes from the aluminum target
windows (75%), and the rest from the target vessel walls
(25%). This assessment is supported by the pedestal detector
signals from the portion of the frame during which the chopper
blocks the beam. A decay in both pedestal level and RMS
width was observed in short and long pedestal runs after a
period of production running (see Fig. 5). The activation seen
immediately after closing the shutter was almost entirely from
aluminum, as the half-life in the observed decay is about
2.4 min, corresponding to the half-life of 28 Al. Using the
known value for the detector gain and light yield, we were
able to establish that the observed RMS width in the early
pedestal signal is roughly consistent with that produced by an
≈2-MeV γ ray. The reaction 28 Al → 28 Si∗ + e− + ν̄ →
28
Si + γ produces a 1.79-MeV γ ray. For longer periods
after shutter closure, we observed a more complicated decay
curve with a lower overall amplitude (see Fig. 5, bottom).
This suggests that during steady-state running we have a large
component of aluminum background and a smaller component

µ · ∇B
sn · ki × kf
kγ · sn × ki
kn · Pγ
sn · kβ
sn · kγ
sn · kα
sn · kβ
sn · kβ
sn · kγ

Size
8 × 10−11
6 × 10−9
7 × 10−10
7 × 10−13
3 × 10−11
2 × 10−12
2 × 10−11
1.0 × 10−8
1.9 × 10−10
(−0.8 ± 2.8) × 10−7

E
C/M
C
E
E
E
E
E
E
M

of other materials with longer half-lives. Obvious candidates
are the materials in the γ detector array such as 128 I (half-life
of ≈25 min) and 134m Cs (half-life of ≈3 h).
Note that the majority of the background signal comes from
the prompt radiative decay of the compound 28 Al nucleus
before it β decays. However, this prompt signal is no longer
present during the pedestal runs. The preceding analysis therefore identified only the dominant source of the background,
and not its absolute magnitude. We were able to verify that
the dominant background contribution comes from neutron
capture on aluminum using additional auxiliary measurements
with additional aluminum in the beam. We then used MCNPX
simulations to infer a background-to-(hydrogen) signal ratio
of 25%, when averaged over all detectors.

B. γ -ray counting statistics

In current mode detection, the counting statistics resolution
is indicated by the RMS width in the sample distribution.
For our detector array this width is dominated by fluctuations
in the number of electrons produced at the photocathode of
the vacuum photodiode, which in turn is dominated by γ ray counting statistics when the beam is on. During beam-on
measurements, the shot noise RMS width is then given by [58]


σIshot = 2qI fB ,
(9)
where q is the amount of charge created by the photocathode
per detected γ ray, I is the average photocurrent per detector,
and fB is the sampling bandwidth, set by the -ms time bin
width in the time-of-flight spectrum [49,59]. Figure 6 shows
the RMS width for a typical detector as seen in the DAQ
output. The width from counting statistics is compared to the
RMS width seen for a beam-off pedestal run.
Using the known gain and efficiency (q) of the detectors,
the measured average current (I ), and the measured RMS
width in the signal σIshot , we were able to establish that the
detector signal RMS was only 15% greater than that expected
from γ -ray counting statistics. Figure 6 indicates that the vast
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FIG. 6. γ -ray counting statistics analysis for a typical detector
module. The RMS width for the beam-on signal is compared to the
width seen in pedestal runs. A fit to the beam-on data histogram with
an LH2 target shows an RMS width of 18.4 ± 0.13 mV.
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√ measured (uncorrected) uncertainty, which goes
√
as ≈ 2q/ I . To extract the hydrogen uncertainty given the
measured RMS width, which has contributions from both
hydrogen and aluminum capture γ ’s, we must therefore apply
Eq. (9) and use our estimate of the fraction of the signal
from the aluminum background to regress out the hydrogen
contribution.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Top: Decay of pedestal mean immediately
after shutter close (beam off), showing only 28 Al activation. Middle:
Pedestal RMS decay width. Lower: Decay of pedestal mean, from
runs taken longer after shutter closure, indicates a more complicated
activation, resulting in a smaller signal with a longer half-life. Steadystate pedestal levels were roughly between 20 and 40 mV, depending
on the detector.

majority of the 15% increase in signal RMS is caused by
fluctuations in the background signals, as the noise RMS width
(the only other contribution to the overall RMS width) is so
small.

Within each pulse the neutron flux is neutron energy
dependent (see Fig. 2) and varies slightly from pulse to pulse.
However, this variation is not correlated with the neutron spin
state. The beam flux is measured with the beam monitors
and a single spin sequence step with an anomaly, such as a
transient spike or dip in the signal, could produce a nonzero
raw asymmetry. This can happen in combination with a
nonzero detector gain asymmetry if the change in flux is
real rather than electronic [see Eq. (8)]. The RMS width in
the beam asymmetry, when histogrammed over the entire
data set, is σf  10−3 . The gain asymmetry was monitored
p
throughout the experiment for all detectors and is Ag  10−3 .
Spin sequence asymmetries are combined in error weighted
averages to form an asymmetry for a given run (see Sec. IV).
If the anomalous sequence asymmetry is large or if several of
them occur in the same run, then a nonzero run asymmetry is
generated. Therefore we placed a cut on sequences and runs
with high beam asymmetries. This cut was implemented if any
one spin step pulse had a current that was more than 1.5σ from
the average over all pulses in an eight-step sequence. Within
any given spin sequence, the maximum observed product
gain beam asymmetry was of order 10−6 , whereas the typical
raw asymmetry values were of order 10−5 . In addition, as
reversal of the neutron polarization happens downstream of the
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spallation source and the detector gain is not correlated with
the spin rotator state [49], the beam-gain product asymmetry
has random signs with respect to the raw asymmetry and
averages to 0. The number of lost spin sequences owing to
the beam asymmetry cut was very small and the amount of
corresponding data loss was only about 0.5%.
D. Pedestal asymmetries

For each spin sequence a pedestal asymmetry was calculated from the portion of the neutron pulse after chopper cutoff.
The measured pedestal asymmetry was (−3.5 ± 3.0) × 10−9 ,
consistent with 0. This pedestal analysis was indiscriminate
in the sense that no filtering was conducted to remove
transient spikes in the data or other large outlier events. In
addition to the pulse portion after chopper cutoff all separate
pedestal runs were included as well. The time required to
measure the pedestal asymmetry to 5 × 10−9 was equivalent
to approximately 30 h of continuous data taking [49] with the
neutron beam.
E. False asymmetries

The primary technique for isolating the parity-odd signal
and reducing possible false asymmetries generated by gain
nonuniformities, slow efficiency changes, beam fluctuations,
and fluctuations in the target thickness is frequent neutron
spin reversal on a time scale short compared to drift rates
or fluctuation periods. Spin reversal allows asymmetry measurements to be made in each spin state for any pair of
opposing detectors in a ring (Fig. 4) and for consecutive
pulses with different spin states, thereby greatly suppressing
the sensitivity of the measured asymmetry to detector gain
differences, drifts, and intensity fluctuations. By choosing the
eight-step sequence of spin reversal described in Sec. IV, the
linear and quadratic components of time-dependent detector
gain drifts in a sequence can be greatly suppressed [60].
To achieve neutron spin reversal the experiment employed
a radio-frequency resonant neutron spin rotator (RFSR) [61]
which operates at 29 kHz for the 1 mT guide field. The
neutron spin direction is reversed when the RFSR is on and
is unaffected when it is off. The spin-flip efficiency averaged
over the beam cross section (5-cm radius) was measured to be
98.0% [61].
Possible false asymmetries of electronic origin without
neutron beam may be measured in two ways. The first type
occurs when there exists a coupling between the detector
preamplifier circuit and the electronics used to switch the
RFRS magnetic field on and off. The resulting effect would
appear as an addition to (i.e., reside on top of) the detector
signal. This contribution was investigated by running the spin
rotator electronics together with the detector array and DAQ
and looking for a spin-correlated signal in the detectors [61].
The second type of asymmetry occurs when the magnetic field
from the spin rotator leaks into the vacuum photodiodes of
the γ -ray detectors and changes their gain. This effect was
suppressed by enclosing the radio-frequency fields of the spin
rotator in an aluminum can and investigated experimentally
by running the spin rotator with the field on together with the
detector array. For this test the bias signals in the detectors

were produced by illuminating the detector crystals with light
emitting diodes [49].
Possible false asymmetries owing to spin state correlated
electronic pickup and possible radio-frequency magnetic field
induced gain changes in detector vacuum photodiodes have
been measured previously and are consistent with 0 to
within 5 × 10−9 [49]. Note also that the measured pedestal
asymmetry of (−3.5 ± 3.0) × 10−9 mentioned earlier would
include the product of both of these effects, in addition to
possible asymmetries from neutron induced nuclear decay
in materials other than hydrogen. Except for prompt γ rays
emitted immediately after neutron capture, from the compound
nuclear decay, all other asymmetries from subsequent nuclear
decay would show up in the pedestal asymmetry.
To analyze the large number of possible false asymmetries
arising from polarized neutron interactions other than the
reaction with parahydrogen, we made a list of Cartesian invariants involving the neutron spin and other possible kinematic
variables, such as the momenta and spins of the reaction
products (see Table II), and analyzed all physical processes
that involve these correlations and can generate a signal
in the γ detectors. We briefly describe the most important
processes and estimate their sizes here. The various sizes of
all systematic effects from calculations and measurements are
listed in Table II.
1. Stern-Gerlach steering

Spin-state-correlated Stern-Gerlach steering of the neutrons
between the spin rotator and the target can generate a false

 B,
up-down asymmetry. The Stern-Gerlach force is F = µ
 ·∇
where µ
 is the neutron magnetic moment. If there is a
magnetic field gradient along the direction of the guide field,
the Stern-Gerlach force moves the beam along the direction
of the neutron magnetic moment and its sign changes as the
neutron spin is flipped to produce an apparent parity-odd
asymmetry signal in the detector array. The resulting false
asymmetry can be reduced to below the accuracy of the
PV asymmetry measurement by exploiting the fact that the
Stern-Gerlach force is small and by keeping the field gradient
in the experimental region small. We employed a stable guide
field with a vertical strength of B = 1 mT and a vertical field
gradient dBy /dy < 1 µT/cm. We measured the magnetic field
gradient to be less than 0.2 µT/cm. The displacement of the
neutron beam assuming this gradient over the 0.5-m distance
between the spin rotator and the target is y = 0.6 × 10−11 m
for a neutron energy of 10 meV. The corresponding false
asymmetry, given the distance of r = 0.3 m from the center
of the stopping distribution in the target to the detector, is
approximately 2y/r = 0.8 × 10−10 , which is very small
compared to the statistical uncertainty. The requirement for
small field gradients drove our decision to use a resonant spin
rotator rather than an adiabatic spin rotator, which possesses a
field gradient.
2. PV γ -ray asymmetry from neutron capture on aluminum

From measurements of detector signals when the target
was empty and with additional aluminum added in front of the
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target, we were able to estimate that 7% of the incident neutrons
captured on aluminum (mainly in the target windows). The γ
decay of the capture state in 28 Al can yield an asymmetry if
the states of 28 Al have mixed parity. In Ref. [57] the authors
calculate the RMS value of the asymmetry to be 1.3 × 10−7 in
the framework of the statistical model of the compound nucleus
and report the measured size of the asymmetry to be (−0.02 ±
3) × 10−7 based on measurements taken before the hydrogen
data run. Analysis of additional data taken during the hydrogen
production run with the target empty improved the accuracy
of the 28 Al asymmetry measurement to (−0.8 ± 2.8) × 10−7 .
As discussed in Sec. V A, during production running with
hydrogen the majority of the detector signal is a combination of
signals obtained from neutron capture in hydrogen, n + p →
d + γ (75%), and on aluminum, n + 27Al∗ → 28 Al + γ  s. The
background signal gives a correction to the central value of the
asymmetry. The measured hydrogen γ -ray asymmetry after
background correction is
Araw (Yp + Ybgr ) − Abgr Ybgr
Yp
= Araw (1 + ) − Abgr ,

Ap =

(10)

where Araw is the measured (uncorrected) asymmetry and
Abgr is the measured background asymmetry. The quantity
= (Ybgr /Yp ) is the fractional background yield, where Yp
and Ybgr are the γ -ray yields from hydrogen and aluminum
runs, respectively. varies across the detector rings but is
constant within each ring. Averaging over the detector array
gives  0.33. The uncertainty in the background correction
also increases the statistical uncertainty in the extracted
n + p → d + γ asymmetries. The statistical uncertainty in
Ap is given by

2 + 2σ 2 ,
σp = (1 + )2 σraw
(11)
bgr
where σraw and σbgr are the statistical uncertainties in Araw and
Abgr respectively.

3. Bremsstrahlung

Bremsstrahlung created by β electrons is a possible
source of false asymmetries. Both internal and external
bremsstrahlung processes create photons that deposit energy in
the detectors that is correlated with the neutron spin direction.
In the NPDGamma experiment, we have to consider the
bremsstrahlung induced photon production from free neutron
β decay in the beam before capture as well as the β decay of the
28
Al ground state after initial γ -ray de-excitation. In both cases
the direction of the electron is correlated with the neutron spin
direction. We consider external bremsstrahlung, in which the
β electron produces photons as it moves through material after
decay, and we consider internal bremsstrahlung, in which the β
electron is deflected by its own associated nucleus. One would
expect that the false asymmetries produced by bremsstrahlung
are small because only a small fraction of the decay energy
is converted into photons. However, the asymmetry from
external bremsstrahlung owing to 28 Al is only about an order
of magnitude smaller than the theoretically predicted size of

the PV n + p → d + γ asymmetry. We therefore present our
estimate for the size of this effect in more detail.
For free neutron β decay, the neutron spin-electron correlation coefficient is Asn ,kβ = −0.117 [62]. Only 2.7 × 10−7 of
the 10-meV neutrons decay before stopping in the hydrogen
target. Some of the energy of the β electron is converted into
photons via bremsstrahlung in the material it passes through,
or the β electron emits bremsstrahlung photons after being
deflected by the electric field of its own nucleus. In both cases
the photons deposit energy in the γ detector and produce a
signal correlated with the neutron spin direction. The aim of
our analysis is to estimate the size of this correlation and use it
to calculate limits for a possible false asymmetries associated
with these effects.
In the decay of the compound 28 Al nucleus, the correlation
with the initial neutron spin direction is complicated by both
the angular momentum transitions in the electromagnetic
decay and the fact that the half-life of 28 Al is large compared
to the neutron spin reversal. Both of these effects reduce
the correlation, but the number of neutrons that capture on
aluminum is much larger than the number of free (in-beam)
neutron decays. The ground-state spin of 27 Al is 5/2. The
s-wave capture state in 28 Al can therefore have an angular
momentum of 2 or 3 and is polarized. We calculated the
population of the magnetic substates of the capture state by
expressing the capture amplitude as the product of a reduced
matrix element and a vector-coupling coefficient [63]. The
capture state decays to the ground state of 28 Al by emission
of four γ rays on average, which reduce the polarization by
carrying away angular momentum. We modeled the γ decay
process by assuming either three, four, or five transitions. The
multipolarity of all but the last transition was assumed to be 1
and the last was assumed to be the minimum L necessary to
satisfy the triangle inequality for the J = 3 28 Al ground state.
The transition rates between magnetic substates were also
calculated according to Ref. [63]. The estimated polarization
of the 28 Al ground state is 0.16 ± 0.03. The uncertainty is
taken to be the range of the calculated values.
The lifetime of the 28 Al ground state is 138.6 s, much longer
than the 50-ms neutron pulse width used in this experiment.
Therefore the reversal rate of 28 Al polarization is considerably
lower than the reversal rate of the eight-step spin sequence
from which the n + p → d + γ asymmetry is calculated. In
addition, the 28 Al polarization is reduced by interaction with
the fluctuating magnetic field of the conduction electrons. The
polarization is reduced by a factor of 6 × 10−5 if the spinlattice relaxation is neglected and by 2.5 × 10−6 if a spinlattice relaxation time of 6 ms is assumed. If we neglect spinlattice relaxation the 28 Al polarization is reduced to about 10−5
on average.
In order to calculate the size of the possible γ -ray asymmetries, it is also necessary to understand the modification of the
correlation between the photon direction and the neutron spin
direction. This correlation depends on the initial direction of
the β electron and the correlation between the electron direction and the photon direction. We assume that an electron has
an initial angular distribution with respect to the neutron spin
direction, given by 1 + Aβ cos(ϑsn ·kβ ), where A is the neutron
β asymmetry coefficient, and β = ve /c, and ϑsn ·kβ is the angle
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between the neutron spin direction and the momentum of the
emitted β. If the photon distribution with respect to the electron
direction is azimuthally symmetric and P (ϑkβ ·kγ , Eγ , Tβ ) is the
probability for photon emission with a given angle and energy,
for a given electron energy, then the energy-weighted value of
the γ asymmetry coefficient is


 Eγ



Aγ Eγ  = Aβ dEγ d cos ϑkβ ·kγ
cos ϑkβ ·kγ
2


× P ϑkβ ·kγ , Eγ , Tβ .
Internal bremsstrahlung was first approximately calculated
by Bloch [64] and later by Chang and Falkolff [65]. The β
decay probability has the form of a conditional probability. The
free neutron or the 28 Al nucleus initially β decays according
to



d 2
= ρ(We ) 1 + Aβ cos ϑsn ·kβ ,
d e dWe
where ρ(We ) is the energy spectrum of the β electrons. A
photon is produced at an angle ϑkβ ·kγ with respect to the
electron direction and with an energy of Eγ . So we obtain
d 4
d e dWe d

and
γ

where

αEγ
=
4π 2
−



We2

dx rad
 
+ dE
dx rad
dx coll

is the fraction of the differential energy loss owing to radiation
and Qβ is the end-point energy. The energy loss quantities
were taken from Ref. [67]. The bremsstrahlung radiation is
forward peaked but is not emitted exactly parallel to the
electron direction. The average value cos(ϑkβ ·kγ ) is always
close to unity. In our calculations we used the semiclassical
approximation for the angular distribution of photons [68],
which is independent of the photon energy:
dσ
[β − cos(ϑ)]2 + [1 − β cos(ϑ)]2

.
d
[1 − β cos(ϑ)]4

d 2
dEγ d

γ

2We2 + 2We Eγ + Eγ2



We (We + Eγ ) 1 − β cos ϑkβ ·kγ

1



1 − β cos ϑkβ ·kγ

2

−1 .

These expressions can be integrated with respect to Eγ ,
γ , We , and
e to obtain an energy weighted value of the
asymmetry Aγ  = Eγ cos(ϑsn ·kβ ).
In external bremsstrahlung a small fraction of the electron
energy is emitted as bremsstrahlung photons. As the electron
slows down, its direction is changed by the multiple scattering
from the screened Coulomb field of the nuclei in the stopping
medium. If the initial distribution of electron directions is 1 +
Ai β cos(ϑsn ·kβ ), then after a single scattering event owing to
an azimuthally symmetric process, the asymmetry is reduced
by averaging
A = A

dσ
d

cos(θ )d
dσ
d

.

d

For a thick layer of scattering centers the asymmetry
is reduced by multiple scattering by a factor (Ei , Ef ),
given by
Af = Ai (Ei , Ef ) = Ai e− dx (
dN

= Ai e− dx (
dN

Ef
Ei

dE

dσ
d

x
0

dx

−1
( dE
cos(θ)d )
dx )

 dE 
frad =  dE 

γ dEγ




= ρ(We + Eγ ) 1 + Aβ cos ϑsn ·kβ

d 2
dEγ d

Results from these two procedures agreed to within 4%. The
energy weighted correlation between the neutron spin direction
and the bremsstrahlung photons for a fully polarized nucleus
is
 Qβ
 E
β(E)ρ(E)dE
dE  frad (E  )
CE  =
0
0


× cos ϑkβ ·kγ (E, E  ),

dσ
d

cos(θ)d )

.

We evaluated (Ei , Ef ) for the Thomas-Fermi-Moliere
form factors given by Tsai [66] and for the standard approximation for multiple scattering given by the Particle Data Group.

We evaluated C(E) for free neutron β decay and the decay
of 28 Al. The reduction in the asymmetry owing to multiple
scattering and the angular distribution of the bremsstrahlung
is more than an order of magnitude.
The false asymmetries for internal and external
Q
bremsstrahlung are given by AB = Eγβ CE Af Pfrev where
f is the fraction of neutrons that decay or capture on 27 Al,
A is the asymmetry, P is the polarization of the decaying
state, frev is the fraction of neutrons that capture in total,
and Pr is the reduction of the polarization from rapid spin
reversal. The various parameters used or obtained in the
calculation are reported in Table III and the resulting false
asymmetries are listed in Table II. All of the false asymmetries
are more than an order of magnitude smaller than the statistical
uncertainty achieved in this experiment. By far the largest false
asymmetry is from external bremsstrahlung from aluminum,
which is reduced by a factor of 4 by multiple scattering and the
angular distribution of bremsstrahlung relative to the electron
direction. This false asymmetry is small compared to the
statistical uncertainty in the present experiment but may be
a problem in the next phase of the experiment, where the
goal statistical uncertainty is 10−8 . Fortunately, changes in
the implementation of the next phase of the experiment further
reduce this systematic effect.

4. Parity-allowed left-right asymmetries

Two sources for parity-allowed (PA) left-right asymmetries
exist: radiative capture (PA n + p → d + γ ) and spin dependent beam centroid shifts due to the electromagnetic spin-orbit
interaction of polarized neutrons with nuclei and their electron
clouds (Mott-Schwinger scattering) [69]. The sum of these
left-right asymmetries was measured simultaneously with
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TABLE III. False asymmetries from bremsstrahlung. Factors entering into the calculations for the false γ -ray asymmetries from internal
and external bremsstrahlung after β decay.
28

Neutron β decay
0.35
−0.11
2.7 × 10−7 (β decay)
1.0
1.0
0.8 × 10−4
1.2 × 10−4
3.0 × 10−11
2.4 × 10−11

Qβ /Eγ
A (electron-spin asymmetry)
f (fraction that participates)
Pr (polarization reversal rate reduction)
P ol (polarization of decaying state)
CE  (internal)
CE  (external)
Afalse (internal)
Afalse (external)

the up-down asymmetry using the larger sensitivity of the
horizontal detector pairs to the left-right asymmetry.
PA left-right asymmetries can contaminate the PV signal
through misalignment of the neutron polarization and the
detector axis. Alignment of the magnetic field direction with
the detector axis suffices to align the neutron spin with
the detector axis, as the motion of the neutron magnetic
moment in the magnetic field of the apparatus is very close
to the adiabatic limit. We therefore performed a careful
alignment of the detector axis with the magnetic holding
field and characterized other sources of misalignment such as
geometric tolerances and the spatial uniformity of the detector
response.
The physical displacement of the detector elements can be
estimated from the mechanical tolerances for the detector stand
(1 mm) and the distance from the target center to the detectors
(29 cm). The angular uncertainty for an individual detector is
δφ = 3 mrad. The homogeneity of the CsI detection medium
can be estimated from detector light yield and efficiency
measurements. We calibrated all our detectors using a single γ
source, a single photomultiplier, and a fixed geometry. These
data were used to individually match measured photodiode
gains to light yields from the CsI detectors [49] before assembly of the array to make the response of the array as spatially
uniform as possible. The measured light yield variation from
detector to detector was σ = 20%. The uncertainty in the
location of√the centroid of the response can be estimated as
δx  σ L/ 12, where L = 15 cm is the side length of a CsI
detector. The angular uncertainty of an individual detector
is 28 mrad. The accuracy in the alignment of the fluxgate
magnetometer that was used to measure the direction of the
magnetic guide field was estimated to be 1◦ or 16 mrad.
Combining these three uncertainties in quadrature gives an
overall uncertainty of 32 mrad. The dominant uncertainty is
correlated for all CsI detectors. Therefore the mixing of the
PA left-right asymmetries into the PV up-down asymmetries
is given by Afalse = δϑALR , with δϑ = 32 mrad. The PA
left-right asymmetry in the reaction n + p → d + γ has
been calculated to be 2.3 × 10−8 at 10 meV [70]. The false
asymmetry caused by mixing this left-right asymmetry into the
up-down detector channel is then 7 × 10−10 and is therefore
negligible.

Al β decay

1.27
−1.0
0.07 (capture on 27 Al)
4 × 10−4
0.16
3.6 × 10−4
7.0 × 10−3
1.9 × 10−10
1.0 × 10−8

The PA asymmetry from Mott-Schwinger neutron scattering shifts the centroid of the capture distribution left-right upon
neutron spin flip, thereby producing a left-right asymmetry.
Mott-Schwinger scattering comes from the interaction of
the magnetic moment of the neutron with the motional
magnetic field from the screened Coulomb field of the nucleus.
The analyzing power is always negative. Mott-Schwinger
scattering produces a left-right asymmetry because neutrons
scatter elastically before absorption for about 50% of the
events. The predicted left-right asymmetry reaches a maximum
in the slow neutron energy regime of −1.8 × 10−8 for 7.5meV neutrons. This result for the hydrogen molecule [71]
corrects an earlier calculation [69] that neglected to take into
account the need to express the orbital angular momentum
appearing in the partial wave expansion in terms of the
relative angular momentum of the neutron and the molecular
center of mass. This error only affects the calculation in the
molecule and not that of the RMS asymmetry from atom
scattering.
Since the PA left-right asymmetry in the reaction n + p →
d + γ makes a negligible contribution to the systematic
error, as shown, we use the observed left-right asymmetry
of (−2 ± 2) × 10−7 as an upper limit on the left-right
asymmetry from Mott-Schwinger scattering. The observed
left-right asymmetry places an upper bound on the induced
false up-down asymmetry from detector misalignment of
(6 ± 6) × 10−9 , which is still negligible for the statistical
uncertainty reported in this paper.

5. Photon circular polarization

The 2.2-MeV photons from the capture of polarized
neutrons on hydrogen are circularly polarized in the direction
of the neutron spin. The polarization transfer coefficient has
been measured to be γCP = 1.5 × 10−3 [72]. About 4% of the
photons from neutron capture in the target do not get stopped in
the 15-cm-thick CsI detectors and are backscattered from the
steel roof and floor of the experimental cave. The 6-mm-thick
steel roof and floor were demagnetized in the Earth’s field
before installation and were weakly magnetized by the 1-mT
magnetic guide field in the cave. About 0.05% of the photons
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are scattered back into the detectors. The backscattering cross
section depends on the product of the electron polarization in
the steel (S) and the photon circular polarization (PC,γ ):


dσ
dσ
dσ
=
= PC,γ S
.
d
d
d
unpol
pol
The analyzing cross section is

dσ
= 4.1 mb/sr.
d
pol

the reaction n + 6 Li → 7 Li∗ → α + T . The PV directional
asymmetry between the neutron spin and the momentum of
the α particle, sn · kα , has been measured to be ASn α = (8.8 ±
2.1) × 10−8 [73]. Most of the α particles range out in the
shielding material. However, with a probability Pr  10−4 , the
α particles can undergo (α, n) reactions, leading to ≈20-MeV
neutrons. We conservatively assume that each neutron deposits
Edep = 20 MeV in the CsI detector. The upper limit of the false
asymmetry can then be estimated as
An,Li 

The false γ -ray asymmetry can be conservatively estimated as

Eγ 
dσ
−12
ACP = γCP
T NFe PN
,
det  0.7 × 10
Eγ
d
pol
where Eγ = 2.2 MeV and Eγ  = 0.24 MeV are the energies
of the incident and Compton backscattered photons, T = 0.07
is the transmission of the 2.2-MeV γ rays through the CsI,
PN = 0.001 is the number of polarized electrons per iron atom,
and NFe = 5.5 × 1022 is the number of Fe atoms per square
centimeter.

6. Neutron capture on 6 Li

Ring 1
fit = (-0.3 ± 0.5)cos(θ) + (-0.2 ± 0.5)sin(θ)

1

UD

-0.5

|A

-1

1.5

1
1.5
2
2.5
Detector Pair Angle (θ) [radians]

Ring 2
fit = (-0.01 ± 0.4)cos(θ) + (-0.3 ± 0.4)sin(θ)

1
0.5

Ring 3
fit = (-0.2 ± 0.4)cos(θ) + (-0.4 ± 0.3)sin(θ)

1

-0.5
-1

1.5

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
Detector Pair Angle (θ) [radians]

Ring 4
fit = (-0.02 ± 0.5)cos(θ) + (0.4 ± 0.5)sin(θ)

1
0.5

LR

0.5

0

0

|cos(θ) + |A |sin(θ) [ppm]

UD

|A

0

LR

|cos(θ) + |A |sin(θ) [ppm]

0

UD

-0.5
-1
0

|A

UD

1.5

LR

0.5

0.5

|A

F. Spin-flip scattering and depolarization

The depolarization of neutrons via spin-flip scattering from
the protons in the target as well as from the nuclei in other
materials (primarily aluminum) dilutes the measured γ -ray
asymmetry. For all target materials that the neutron beam
can interact with, the neutron depolarization is a small effect
that can be estimated to sufficient accuracy for nonmagnetic
materials using the known neutron coherent and incoherent
cross sections and a suitable Monte Carlo. Table IV lists
the estimated spin-flip probabilities for the various materials
the neutrons could capture on, as well as the corresponding
calculated average correction factors dep (ti ). The degree
of spin-flip scattering is neutron energy dependent and a
Monte Carlo calculation for the depolarization as a function
of neutron energy was applied to the data. Depolarization was

|cos(θ) + |A |sin(θ) [ppm]

1.5

LR

|cos(θ) + |A |sin(θ) [ppm]

About 25% of the polarized neutrons that are not captured
on the protons in the target are absorbed on the 6 Li-loaded
neutron shielding that surrounds the target vessel. Most of the
remaining neutrons are either transmitted or captured on the
aluminum vessel. Neutrons that are captured on 6 Li undergo

Edep
Pabs Pr ASn α = 1.8 × 10−11 .
Eγ

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
Detector Pair Angle (θ) [radians]

0
-0.5
-1
0

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
Detector Pair Angle (θ) [radians]

FIG. 7. (Color online) Measured asymmetry fits for each ring.
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TABLE IV. Neutron depolarization. Estimates for spin-flip probability and corresponding corrections to the measured γ -ray asymmetry
owing to depolarization in the materials seen by the beam. dep (ti ) is used as a correction factor in the extraction of the physics asymmetry
[see Eq. (8)].
inc
Pdep 2σ
3σtot

dep (ti )

Location

3 × 10−3
2 × 10−2
2 × 10−3
5 × 10−4

1
0.95
1
1

LH2 target, beam monitor, and RFSF windows
LH2 target
LH2 target
Shielding

also monitored with a polarized 3 He cell located behind the
hydrogen target. To prevent beam depolarization in the LH2
target, it was operated with a parahydrogen fraction of 99%, as
only the orthohydrogen contributes to the spin-flip scattering
for neutrons energies below 15 meV.

only produced if there are pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in the
number of neutrons in combination with a difference in gain
between a given detector pair. Neither beam fluctuations nor
detector gain differences are correlated with the neutron spin,
and therefore this beam-gain asymmetry does not contain any
up-down or left-right dependence. Owing to the sum over the
eight-step sequence, the beam-gain asymmetry averages to 0
and its root mean square width is determined by the size of
beam fluctuations.

×10-3
Ring 2

Ring 3

Ring 4

0.02
0.01
0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.03
-0.04

−7

Aγ ,UD = [−1.2 ± 2.1 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] × 10 ,

-0.05
0

−7

Aγ ,LR = [−1.8 ± 1.9 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] × 10 .

0.15

2

4
6
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Pair Angle + ring (each shifted by 2π) [rad]

×10-6

0.1
0.05
0
-0.05

UD

LR

|A |cos(θ) + |A |sin(θ)

The large parity-odd γ asymmetry in 35 Cl observed in previous measurements [74,75] was used to verify that a nonzero
asymmetry can be measured with our apparatus [57,76]. A
target of CCl4 was used to perform this measurement. The
neutron absorption in this material is dominated by neutron
absorption in 35 C. These results are shown in Fig. 8.
In general, the up-down and left-right asymmetries must
be extracted using the fit already described. Higher-order
corrections to the fitting function used here (PV or not)
are introduced by higher partial waves in the expansion of
the initial and final two-nucleon states representing more
complicated scalar combinations between the neutron spin
sn and the outgoing γ -ray momentum direction kγ . For the
up-down asymmetry the angular distribution is obtained from
initial and final two-nucleon states with components up to
the P waves producing the sn · kγ correlation. The left-right
asymmetry originates from the sn · (kγ × kn ) correlation. PV
corrections from higher partial waves are negligible because
they represent a second-order perturbation proportional to the
weak coupling squared. Recall that beam asymmetries are

Ring 1

0.03

LR

The raw spin sequence asymmetries calculated from Eq. (7)
were averaged separately for each detector pair, with weights
applied for all correction factors shown on the right-hand side
of Eq. (8). As mentioned before the background levels were
the same in all detectors of a given ring, with background
generally decreasing toward the back of the array, downstream
from the incoming beam. The measured background levels and
asymmetries were applied to the six detector pair asymmetries
within each ring using Eqs. (10) and (11).
The resulting measured detector pair asymmetries were
plotted versus their geometry factors (effective angles) as
shown in Fig. 7. The physics asymmetries for each ring were
obtained from a least-squares minimization analysis and then
averaged together. The final results are

UD

VI. RESULTS

|A | cos(θ) + |A | sin(θ)

Al
Cu
In
B4 C

-0.1
-0.15
0

2

4
6
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
Pair Angle + ring (each shifted by 2π) [rad]

FIG. 8. Top: Measured 35 Cl asymmetries for each pair, plotted
versus the angle of the first detector in the pair with respect to the
vertical. The final asymmetry is extracted from the fit AUD cos(θ ) +
ALR sin θ, with AUD and ALR as fit parameters. Bottom: Asymmetries
from noise measurements.
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TABLE V. Statistical uncertainties for each detector ring, for the uncorrected (Araw , σraw ) and background (Abgr , σbgr ) asymmetries and
the background corrected final hydrogen asymmetry (Ap , σp ). The quantity = Ybgr /Yp is the fractional background to hydrogen yield [see
Eq. (10)]. For the background asymmetry and uncertainty, we used the measured aluminum asymmetry averaged over all four rings. Correction
factors for beam polarization, spin-flip efficiency, and spin-flip scattering were applied before background correction.
Ring
1

0.6

2

0.4

3

0.2

4

0.12

Combined

Direction

Araw (ppm)

σraw (ppm)

Abgr (ppm)

σbgr (ppm)

Ap (ppm)

σp (ppm)

UD
LR
UD
LR
UD
LR
UD
LR
UD
LR

−0.27
−0.20
−0.015
−0.29
−0.17
−0.38
−0.02
0.41
−0.12
−0.23

0.29
0.29
0.24
0.24
0.33
0.27
0.43
0.40
0.15
0.14

−0.08
−0.2
−0.08
−0.2
−0.08
−0.2
−0.08
−0.2
−0.08
−0.2

0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28

−0.38
−0.20
0.01
−0.33
−0.19
−0.42
−0.013
0.48
−0.12
−0.18

0.49
0.49
0.36
0.35
0.40
0.33
0.48
0.45
0.21
0.19

A. Experimental uncertainties

The final statistical uncertainties are taken from the distribution of sequence values σγ2 /N = (A2γ  − Aγ 2 )/N, with
N histogrammed eight-step sequence asymmetries. Table V
lists the statistical uncertainties for each detector ring, for the
uncorrected and background asymmetries, and the background
corrected final asymmetry. For the background asymmetry
and uncertainty we used the measured aluminum asymmetry
[57] averaged over all four rings. The corrected asymmetry
and uncertainty are calculated according to Eqs. (10) and
(11). Any nonrandom effect such as those introduced by the
correction factors |G(ti )|, dep (ti ), Pn (ti ), sf (ti ) are treated
as systematic uncertainties. These enter as




σdep 2
σPn 2
σsf 2
σG 2
σγ ,Sys = Aγ
+
+
+
Pn
sf
G
dep
and are added in quadrature with the statistical uncertainty.
The uncertainties on the beam polarization and spin-flip
efficiency were measured to be 5% and 1%, respectively. The
uncertainty in the geometry factor is estimated to be below
1% from variations observed in the values when varying the
step size in the Monte Carlo that was used to simulate the
γ -ray interaction in the detectors. The uncertainty in the spinflip scattering factor is estimated to be of the order of a few
percent. Because the systematic uncertainties are scaled by the
asymmetry, their contribution to the overall uncertainty in the
asymmetry is negligible compared to the statistical uncertainty
in the hydrogen asymmetry.

VII. CONCLUSION

The NPDGamma collaboration constructed a new cold neutron beam line (FP12 at LANSCE) dedicated for fundamental
nuclear physics experiments. The first experiment at FP12 was
NPDGamma. The NPDGamma collaboration has measured an
upper limit for the parity-odd γ -ray asymmetry from polarized
slow neutron capture on protons in a liquid parahydrogen target. We report a parity-odd asymmetry of Aγ ,UD = [(−1.2 ±
2.1 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] × 10−7 . We also report the first

measurement of an upper limit for the PA left-right asymmetry
in this reaction of Aγ ,LR = [−1.8 ± 1.9 (stat.) ± 0.2 (sys.)] ×
10−7 . The measurement at FP12 was limited by neutron
counting statistics. We carried out an extensive analysis of
all systematic effects, backgrounds, and general performance
diagnostics for the apparatus. The NPDGamma collaboration
aims to make a measurement of the PV asymmetry in this
reaction with an accuracy of 1 × 10−8 . We are currently
installing the experiment at the Spallation Neutron Source
(SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. With an improved
neutron flux (projected to be a factor of 50 greater than at
LANSCE FP12) and other increases in the figure of merit
through several technical improvements, such as the use of a
new supermirror polarizer and a reduction in γ backgrounds,
we estimate that we can achieve this sensitivity in a reasonable
time at SNS. We will resume the experiment at the SNS
in 2011.
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